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Using high spatial resolution data for economic 
analysis and policy design

Rwandan Genocide; Source: Henderson et al., American 
Economic Review 2012, 102(2): 994-1028

Pakistan: Comparison of Night Lights Growth
with National GDP Growth



Some 
measurement 
challenges

• Overglow - blooming, dispersion of light due to 
atmospheric conditions like presence of water vapor, which 
result in overestimation of total lit area.



What do we learn from the paper?
• Dictators manipulate and exaggerate how well their economies are doing.

• Is it the case ? Yes, autocracies overstate yearly GDP growth by 35%.
• How? By manipulating investment and public expenditure figures

• Martinez provides a battery of tests to support/test the key finding
• Gaps between GDP and NTL due to governance and limited independence of statistical 

authorities.

• Insightful paper feeding our priors..
• Erdogan fires statistics chief after inflation data shows 19-year high
• In India, changes in data sources and methodology in 2011 -- > overestimation of annual 

growth by 2.5 growth between 2011 and 2012 and 2016 and 2017 (Subramanian 2019) 
• Some LICs underreport economic growth to maintain foreign assistance (Kerner, Jerven, and 

Beatty 2017) 

• But do authoritarian regimes systematically mismeasured GDP growth – or are we 
being swayed by a few highly publicized but nonrepresentative cases?



Freedom House data tells us about Dictators 
– measured by political regimes 

Detailed data – where country 
scores change over time

Some choices made in aggregating 
data: How do we reconcile Indian 
Kashmir and Pakistan Kashmir in the 
aggregated data?



Autocratic regimes tend to be more rural and 
agriculture based – economic activity not well 
measured by GDP?

Using Economic Freedom Index

Could be that (smallholder) 
agriculture is mismeasured in GDP ??

Regression Results  (1995-2021 period; 182 countries) 

 (1) 
VARIABLES efi 
  
rural_pop -0.0465*** 
 (0.00846) 
forest -0.000982 
 (0.00519) 
electricity 0.0365*** 
 (0.00534) 
gdp_pc 0.000263*** 
 (8.57e-06) 
Constant 54.70*** 
 (0.758) 
  
Observations 3,887 
R-squared 0.441 

Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 



Adding better measures of agriculture 
and price information…  

Usual suspects don’t look so bad after all

Angrist, Goldberg, and Jolliffe 2021, JEP



Where do we 
see differences 
in growth 
estimates? 

Angrist, Goldberg, and Jolliffe 2021, JEP

Some oil rich 
countries ?



Is it manipulation 
or statistical 
capacity ?

• Opportunities to 
manipulate? 

• Resources to manipulate?



Willful manipulation by Dictators or woeful 
capacity to measure stuff?
• Dictators messing with data – it confirms our priors

• But poor country Dictators may have statistical offices that are poorly staffed 
without much knowhow, have informality that is not easy to measure, and may 
have more smallholder agriculture in the economy.

• Rainfed agriculture is pretty volatile as well – and hard to measure in GDP stats

• Yes, Dictators may want to mess with data in general – but magnitude is likely to 
be less that what is reported in the paper.

• Improving capabilities and governance in measuring and managing data can help produce 
better estimates.
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